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A boy recounts his annual summer trips to rural Illinois with his sister during the Great Depression to visit their larger-than-life
grandmother.
How to get good with money, even if you have no idea where to start. The Financial Diet is the personal finance book for people
who don’t care about personal finance. Whether you’re in need of an overspending detox, buried under student debt, or just
trying to figure out how to live on an entry-level salary, The Financial Diet gives you tools to make a budget, understand
investments, and deal with your credit. Chelsea Fagan has tapped a range of experts to help you make the best choices for you,
but she also knows that being smarter with money isn’t just about what you put in the bank. It’s about everything—from the clothes
you put in your closet, to your financial relationship habits, to the food you put in your kitchen (instead of ordering in again). So The
Financial Diet gives you the tools to negotiate a raise and the perfect cocktail recipe to celebrate your new salary. The Financial
Diet will teach you: • how to get good with money in a year. • the ingredients everyone needs to have a budget-friendly kitchen. •
how to talk about awkward money stuff with your friends. • the best way to make (and stick to!) a budget. • how to take care of
your house like a grown-up. • what the hell it means to invest (and how you can do it).
Avoid Student Loans is a revolutionary book where a personal finance expert and a recent college graduate come together to offer
you exclusive advice on how to make sure your college education is an investment rather than a liability (requiring large loan
payments for 10 years or more after graduation.) In this book you'll learn ways to reduce your cost of college, win more
scholarships, and make smart financial decisions while in college. Following this easy-to-read guide can lead you to landing in a
much better place after graduation, well ahead of your peers, and without the ball and chain of a large loan payment.
The Newbery Award-winning author of Up a Road Slowly presents the unforgettable story of Jethro Creighton—a brave boy who
comes of age during the turbulent years of the Civil War. In 1861, America is on the cusp of war, and young Jethro Creighton is
just nine-years-old. His brother, Tom, and his cousin, Eb, are both of fighting age. As Jethro's family is pulled into the conflict
between the North and the South, loyalties are divided, dreams are threatened, and their bonds are put to the test in this heartwrenching, coming of age story. “Drawing from family records and from stories told by her grandfather, the author has, in an
uncommonly fine narrative, created living characters and vividly reconstructed a crucial period of history.”—Booklist
Doing well with money isn’t necessarily about what you know. It’s about how you behave. And behavior is hard to teach, even to
really smart people. Money—investing, personal finance, and business decisions—is typically taught as a math-based field, where
data and formulas tell us exactly what to do. But in the real world people don’t make financial decisions on a spreadsheet. They
make them at the dinner table, or in a meeting room, where personal history, your own unique view of the world, ego, pride,
marketing, and odd incentives are scrambled together. In The Psychology of Money, award-winning author Morgan Housel shares
19 short stories exploring the strange ways people think about money and teaches you how to make better sense of one of life’s
most important topics.
Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 2016.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than one million copies sold! A “brilliant” (Lupita Nyong’o, Time), “poignant”
(Entertainment Weekly), “soul-nourishing” (USA Today) memoir about coming of age during the twilight of apartheid “Noah’s
childhood stories are told with all the hilarity and intellect that characterizes his comedy, while illuminating a dark and brutal period
in South Africa’s history that must never be forgotten.”—Esquire Winner of the Thurber Prize for American Humor and an NAACP
Image Award • Named one of the best books of the year by The New York Time, USA Today, San Francisco Chronicle, NPR,
Esquire, Newsday, and Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily Show began
with a criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother at a time when such a union was
punishable by five years in prison. Living proof of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the earliest years of
his life, bound by the extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a government that could, at any
moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a
grand adventure, living openly and freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle. Born a Crime is the
story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he struggles to find himself in a world where he was
never supposed to exist. It is also the story of that young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious
mother—his teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse that would ultimately
threaten her own life. The stories collected here are by turns hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on
caterpillars for dinner during hard times, being thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to survive
the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious world with an incisive wit and unflinching honesty.
His stories weave together to form a moving and searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way through a damaged world in a
dangerous time, armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.
Debt is the most aggressively marketed product in history. And it isn't just sold by banks and credit card companies anymore.
Many national retail chains make more money on the sale of credit applications than they do on the actual merchandise they sell.
In Dumping Debt, Dave blows the lid off the credit game, debunking the leading myths about debt that have become ingrained in
our natural way of thinking. Then he walks you right out of debt with his simple, clear and effective debt snowball technique.
FINALIST FOR THE 2017 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION Named a Best Book of 2017 by NPR, Entertainment
Weekly, the Los Angeles Times, BuzzFeed, Bustle, and Electric Literature “There was a time I would have called Lisa Ko’s novel
beautifully written, ambitious, and moving, and all of that is true, but it’s more than that now: if you want to understand a forgotten
and essential part of the world we live in, The Leavers is required reading.” —Ann Patchett, author of Commonwealth Lisa Ko’s
powerful debut, The Leavers, is the winner of the 2016 PEN/Bellwether Prize for Fiction, awarded by Barbara Kingsolver for a
novel that addresses issues of social justice. One morning, Deming Guo’s mother, Polly, an undocumented Chinese immigrant,
goes to her job at a nail salon—and never comes home. No one can find any trace of her. With his mother gone, eleven-year-old
Deming is left mystified and bereft. Eventually adopted by a pair of well-meaning white professors, Deming is moved from the
Bronx to a small town upstate and renamed Daniel Wilkinson. But far from all he’s ever known, Daniel struggles to reconcile his
adoptive parents’ desire that he assimilate with his memories of his mother and the community he left behind. Told from the
perspective of both Daniel—as he grows into a directionless young man—and Polly, Ko’s novel gives us one of fiction’s most
singular mothers. Loving and selfish, determined and frightened, Polly is forced to make one heartwrenching choice after another.
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Set in New York and China, The Leavers is a vivid examination of borders and belonging. It’s a moving story of how a boy comes
into his own when everything he loves is taken away, and how a mother learns to live with the mistakes of the past.
Alex Rogo is a harried plant manager working ever more desperately to try and improve performance. His factory is rapidly
heading for disaster. So is his marriage. He has ninety days to save his plant - or it will be closed by corporate HQ, with hundreds
of job losses. It takes a chance meeting with a colleague from student days - Jonah - to help him break out of conventional ways of
thinking to see what needs to be done. Described by Fortune as a 'guru to industry' and by Businessweek as a 'genius', Eliyahu M.
Goldratt was an internationally recognized leader in the development of new business management concepts and systems. This
20th anniversary edition includes a series of detailed case study interviews by David Whitford, Editor at Large, Fortune Small
Business, which explore how organizations around the world have been transformed by Eli Goldratt's ideas. The story of Alex's
fight to save his plant contains a serious message for all managers in industry and explains the ideas which underline the Theory
of Constraints (TOC) developed by Eli Goldratt. Written in a fast-paced thriller style, The Goal is the gripping novel which is
transforming management thinking throughout the Western world. It is a book to recommend to your friends in industry - even to
your bosses - but not to your competitors!
Preserving the Promise: Improving the Culture of Biotech Investment critically examines why most biotech startups fail, as they
emerge from universities into an ecosystem that inhibits rather than encourages innovation. This "Valley of Death" squanders our
public investments in medical research and with them, the promise of longer and healthier lives. The authors explicate the
Translation Gap faced by early stage biotech companies, the result of problematic technology transfer and investment practices,
and provide specific prescriptions for improving translation of important discoveries into safe and effective therapies. In Preserving
the Promise, Dessain and Fishman build on their collective experience as company founders, healthcare investor (Fishman) and
physician/scientist (Dessain). The book offers a forward-looking, critical analysis of "conventional wisdom" that encumbers
commercialization practices. It exposes the self-defeating habits of drug development in the Valley of Death, that waste money
and extinguish innovative technologies through distorted financial incentives. Explains why translation of biotech discovery into
medicine succeeds so infrequently that it’s been dubbed the Valley of Death Uncovers specific decision-making strategies that
more effectively align incentives, improving clinical and financial outcomes for investors, inventor/entrepreneurs, and patients
Examines the critical, early stages of commercialization, where technology transfer offices and Angels act as gatekeepers to
development, and where tension between short-term financial and long-term clinical aspirations sinks important technologies
Deconstructs the forces driving biotech, recasts them in a proven conceptual framework, and offers practical guidance for making
the system better
One of the best-selling young adult books of all time, written by Pulitzer Prize-winning author Paul Zindel. John Conlan is
nicknamed “The Bathroom Bomber” after setting off firecrackers in the boys’ bathroom 23 times without ever getting caught. John
and his best friend, Lorraine, can never please their parents, and school is a chore. To pass the time, they play pranks on
unsuspecting people and it's during one of these pranks that they meet the “Pigman.” In spite of themselves, John and Lorraine
soon get caught up in Mr. Pignati’s zest for life. In fact, they become so involved that they begin to destroy the only corner of the
world that has ever mattered to them. Can they stop before it’s too late?'
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed books of
our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn
a PhD from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The New York Times NAMED ONE
OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK
OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics
Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times
Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho, Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom.
Her family was so isolated from mainstream society that there was no one to ensure the children received an education, and no
one to intervene when one of Tara’s older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara decided
to try a new kind of life. Her quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to
Cambridge University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home. “Beautiful and
propulsive . . . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How much of
ourselves should we give to those we love? And how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning America • San
Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post • theSkimm • Refinery29 •
Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book
Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library
REVISED AND UPDATED-NOW WITH FINANCIAL LESSONS FROM COVID-19 We work hard to earn our money. But
regardless of how much we earn, the money worry never goes away. Bills, rent, EMIs, medical costs, vacations, kids' education
and, somewhere at the back of the head, the niggling fear of being underprepared for our own retirement. Wouldn't it be wonderful
if our money worked for us just as we work hard for it? What if we had a proven system to identify dud investment schemes? What
if we could just plug seamlessly into a simple, jargon-free plan to get more value out of our money for tomorrow, and have a super
good life today as well? India's most trusted name in personal finance, Monika Halan offers you a feet-on-the-ground system to
build financial security. Not a get-rich-quick guide, this book provides you a smarter way to live your dream life, rather than stay
worried about the 'right' investment or 'perfect' insurance. Unlike many personal finance books, Let's Talk Money is written
specifically for you, keeping the Indian context in mind.
The 40th anniversary edition of the classic Newbery Medal-winning title by beloved author Katherine Paterson, with brand-new
bonus materials including an author's note by Katherine herself and a foreword by New York Times bestselling author Kate
DiCamillo. Jess Aarons has been practicing all summer so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth grade. And he almost is, until
the new girl in school, Leslie Burke, outpaces him. The two become fast friends and spend most days in the woods behind Leslie's
house, where they invent an enchanted land called Terabithia. One morning, Leslie goes to Terabithia without Jess and a tragedy
occurs. It will take the love of his family and the strength that Leslie has given him for Jess to be able to deal with his grief. Bridge
to Terabithia was also named an ALA Notable Children’s Book and has become a touchstone of children’s literature, as have
many of Katherine Paterson’s other novels, including The Great Gilly Hopkins and Jacob Have I Loved.
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Their Eyes Were Watching God is a 1937 novel by African-American writer Zora Neale Hurston. It is considered a classic of the
Harlem Renaissance of the 1920s, and it is likely Hurston's best known work.

A New York Times Bestseller The leading thinker and most visible public advocate of modern monetary theory -- the
freshest and most important idea about economics in decades -- delivers a radically different, bold, new understanding
for how to build a just and prosperous society. Stephanie Kelton's brilliant exploration of modern monetary theory (MMT)
dramatically changes our understanding of how we can best deal with crucial issues ranging from poverty and inequality
to creating jobs, expanding health care coverage, climate change, and building resilient infrastructure. Any ambitious
proposal, however, inevitably runs into the buzz saw of how to find the money to pay for it, rooted in myths about deficits
that are hobbling us as a country. Kelton busts through the myths that prevent us from taking action: that the federal
government should budget like a household, that deficits will harm the next generation, crowd out private investment, and
undermine long-term growth, and that entitlements are propelling us toward a grave fiscal crisis. MMT, as Kelton shows,
shifts the terrain from narrow budgetary questions to one of broader economic and social benefits. With its important new
ways of understanding money, taxes, and the critical role of deficit spending, MMT redefines how to responsibly use our
resources so that we can maximize our potential as a society. MMT gives us the power to imagine a new politics and a
new economy and move from a narrative of scarcity to one of opportunity.
Debt-Free DegreeThe Step-by-Step Guide to Getting Your Kid Through College Without Student LoansRamsey Press
"Dave Ramsey instructs couples how to work together as a team, gives singles some practical tips for financial
accountability, and shows parents how to teach their children about money from a young age"--Container.
In 1863 black communities owned less than 1 percent of total U.S. wealth. Today that number has barely budged.
Mehrsa Baradaran pursues this wealth gap by focusing on black banks. She challenges the myth that black banking is
the solution to the racial wealth gap and argues that black communities can never accumulate wealth in a segregated
economy.
In 1939, hatred took root in South Africa, where the seeds of apartheid were newly sown. There a boy called Peekay was
born. He spoke the wrong language–English. He was nursed by a woman of the wrong color–black. His childhood was
marked by humiliation and abandonment. Yet he vowed to survive–he would become welterweight champion of the
world, he would dream heroic dreams. But his dreams were nothing compared to what awaited him. For he embarked on
an epic journey, where he would learn the power of words, the power to transform lives, and the mystical power that
would sustain him even when it appeared that villainy would rule the world: The Power of One.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed
positions several times-for all the right reasons-but there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement
funds are growing only through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three great
children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just beginning high school. We have spent a fortune making sure
our children have received the best education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned
with school. He was bored and tired of studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real
life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.”
“Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going to be rich.”
Originally published in 1960, this analysis of all of Locke's publications quickly became established as the standard
edition of the Treatises as well as a work of political theory in its own right.
Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life
until one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
Every parent wants the best for their child. That’s why they send them to college! But most parents struggle to pay for school and end up
turning to student loans. That’s why the majority of graduates walk away with $35,000 in student loan debt and no clue what that debt will
really cost them.1 Student loan debt doesn’t open doors for young adults—it closes them. They postpone getting married and starting a
family. That debt even takes away their freedom to pursue their dreams. But there is a different way. Going to college without student loans is
possible! In Debt-Free Degree, Anthony ONeal teaches parents how to get their child through school without debt, even if they haven’t saved
for it. He also shows parents: *How to prepare their child for college *Which classes to take in high school *How and when to take the ACT
and SAT *The right way to do college visits *How to choose a major A college education is supposed to prepare a graduate for their future,
not rob them of their paycheck and freedom for decades. Debt-Free Degree shows parents how to pay cash for college and set their child up
to succeed for life.
The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, written by legendary author John Maynard Keynes is widely considered to be one
of the top 100 greatest books of all time. This masterpiece was published right after the Great Depression. It sought to bring about a
revolution, commonly referred to as the ‘Keynesian Revolution’, in the way economists thought—especially challenging the proposition that a
market economy tends naturally to restore itself to full employment on its own. Regarded widely as the cornerstone of Keynesian thought, this
book challenged the established classical economics and introduced new concepts. ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and
Money’ transformed economics and changed the face of modern macroeconomics. Keynes’ argument is based on the idea that the level of
employment is not determined by the price of labour, but by the spending of money. It gave way to an entirely new approach where
employment, inflation and the market economy are concerned.
The classic story of a Norwegian pioneer family's struggles with the land and the elements of the Dakota Territory as they try to make a new
life in America.
The 10th anniversary edition, with new chapters on the crash, Chimerica, and cryptocurrency "[An] excellent, just in time guide to the history
of finance and financial crisis." —The Washington Post "Fascinating." —Fareed Zakaria, Newsweek In this updated edition, Niall Ferguson
brings his classic financial history of the world up to the present day, tackling the populist backlash that followed the 2008 crisis, the descent
of "Chimerica" into a trade war, and the advent of cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, with his signature clarity and expert lens. The Ascent of
Money reveals finance as the backbone of history, casting a new light on familiar events: the Renaissance enabled by Italian foreign
exchange dealers, the French Revolution traced back to a stock market bubble, the 2008 crisis traced from America's bankruptcy capital,
Memphis, to China's boomtown, Chongqing. We may resent the plutocrats of Wall Street but, as Ferguson argues, the evolution of finance
has rivaled the importance of any technological innovation in the rise of civilization. Indeed, to study the ascent and descent of money is to
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study the rise and fall of Western power itself.
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high mountain desert country of California, east of the Sierras.
Its purpose was to house thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to arrive was the Wakatsukis, who were
ordered to leave their fishing business in Long Beach and take with them only the belongings they could carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a
seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she struggled and adapted, observed and grew. For her father it was
essentially the end of his life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalls life at Manzanar through the eyes of the child she was.
She tells of her fear, confusion, and bewilderment as well as the dignity and great resourcefulness of people in oppressive and demeaning
circumstances. Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a powerful first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning of
Manzanar. Farewell to Manzanar has become a staple of curriculum in schools and on campuses across the country. Last year the San
Francisco Chronicle named it one of the twentieth century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of the Rockies. First published in 1973, this
new edition of the classic memoir of a devastating Japanese American experience includes an inspiring afterword by the authors.
Endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest syllabus, this new edition of the the market-leading text provides a true
international perspective. This title has been endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for the latest Cambridge IGCSE (0450) and
Cambridge O Level Business Studies (7115) syllabuses. - Offers an international perspective through a wide range of up-to-date case studies
- Reinforces understanding through a variety of activities and discussion points - Provides examination preparation with revisions questions
and summaries throughout - Written in accessible language, but with plenty of detail for top-grade students
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- A practice-oriented learning system that breaks the traditional textbook mold. To
help readers focus on the most important concepts-and effectively practice application of those concepts-Essential Foundations of Economics
is structured around a Checklist/Checkpoint system. The result is a patient, confidence-building textbook that prepares readers to use
economics in their everyday life, regardless of what their future career will be.
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and
teachers alike for almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was built as a last refuge for the human race.
Two hundred years later, the great lamps that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient message, she’s sure it
holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever!
Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for
Reading and Sharing Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A Mark Twain Award Winner A
William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge of
undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless
and dark, the book itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the unknown, and cryptic messages for readers
to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

After injuring his hand, a silversmith's apprentice in Boston becomes a messenger for the Sons of Liberty in the days
before the American Revolution.
A strategy for changing attitudes about personal finances covers such topics as getting out of debt, the dangers of cash
advances and keeping spending within income limits.
In an unnamed Third World country, in the not-so-distant future, three “dumpsite boys” make a living picking through the
mountains of garbage on the outskirts of a large city. One unlucky-lucky day, Raphael finds something very special and
very mysterious. So mysterious that he decides to keep it, even when the city police offer a handsome reward for its
return. That decision brings with it terrifying consequences, and soon the dumpsite boys must use all of their cunning and
courage to stay ahead of their pursuers. It’s up to Raphael, Gardo, and Rat—boys who have no education, no parents, no
homes, and no money—to solve the mystery and right a terrible wrong. Andy Mulligan has written a powerful story about
unthinkable poverty—and the kind of hope and determination that can transcend it. With twists and turns, unrelenting
action, and deep, raw emotion, Trash is a heart-pounding, breath-holding novel.
In writing this textbook, Mankiw has tried to put himself in the position of someone seeing economics for the first time.
The author's conversational writing style is superb for presenting the politics and science of economic theories to
tomorrow's decision-makers. Because Mankiw wrote it for the students, the book stands out among all other principle
texts by intriguing students to apply an economic way of thinking in their daily lives. Receiving such praise as "perhaps
the best ever" textbook in economic principles, it's no wonder Mankiw's prize project has quickly become one of the most
successful books ever to be published in the college marketplace.
"A startling new philosophy and practical guide to getting the most out of your money-and out of life-for those who value
memorable experiences as much as their earnings"-Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the
Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the
utopian facade.
Having suffered abuse and misfortune for much of her life, a young child searches for a better life and finally gets a break
in the home of a loving woman with several foster children.
NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER • A ten-step plan for finding peace,
safety, and harmony with your money—no matter how big or small your goals and no matter how rocky the market might
be—by the inspiring and savvy “Budgetnista.” “No matter where you stand in your money journey, Get Good with Money
has a lesson or two for you!”—Erin Lowry, bestselling author of the Broke Millennial series Tiffany Aliche was a successful
pre-school teacher with a healthy nest egg when a recession and advice from a shady advisor put her out of a job and
into a huge financial hole. As she began to chart the path to her own financial rescue, the outline of her ten-step formula
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for attaining both financial security and peace of mind began to take shape. These principles have now helped more than
one million women worldwide save and pay off millions in debt, and begin planning for a richer life. Revealing this
practical ten-step process for the first time in its entirety, Get Good with Money introduces the powerful concept of
building wealth through financial wholeness: a realistic, achievable, and energizing alternative to get-rich-quick and overcomplicated money management systems. With helpful checklists, worksheets, a tool kit of resources, and advanced
advice from experts who Tiffany herself relies on (her “Budgetnista Boosters”), Get Good with Money gets crystal clear
on the short-term actions that lead to long-term goals, including: • A simple technique to determine your baseline or
“noodle budget,” examine and systemize your expenses, and lay out a plan that allows you to say yes to your dreams. •
An assessment tool that helps you understand whether you have a “don't make enough” problem or a “spend too much”
issue—as well as ways to fix both. • Best practices for saving for a rainy day (aka job loss), a big-ticket item (a house, a
trip, a car), and money that can be invested for your future. • Detailed advice and action steps for taking charge of your
credit score, maximizing bill-paying automation, savings and investing, and calculating your life, disability, and property
insurance needs. • Ways to protect your beneficiaries' future, and ensure that your financial wishes will stand the test of
time. An invaluable guide to cultivating good financial habits and making your money work for you, Get Good with Money
will help you build a solid foundation for your life (and legacy) that’s rich in every way.
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